The gradual finding of large quantities of low-relevant 
Introduction
With the development of internet technology, the amount of information increases exponentially. Facing the enormous amount of information, people become increasingly dependent on search engine. According to the latest three statistics reports (the report is accomplished every half year) of CNNIC (China Internet Network Information Center) between December 2010 and January 2012, over 75% of all users of the Internet choose search engines as the main way of searching information resources. Moreover, people find that as the amount of information increases, it is increasingly more difficult to obtain their target knowledge. Facing the enormous amount of information, a new problem is arising. That is, the scale of amount of information unprecedentedly expands. On the other hand, information is too much to be organized. It is difficult to find the information that people really want. The phenomenon [1] of 'overloaded information and deficient knowledge' occurs. It is urgent to solve the problem of how to find the required information and knowledge accurately and efficiently from the overwhelming information. Semantic Web technology provides a new way for solving the problem.
In the study, traditional keyword-based information retrieval is transferred to the semantic expansion-based search with the support of semantic Web technology. Moreover, the retrieval efficiency and quality of network learning resources are promoted through adjusting similarity and correlation parameters and controlling the threshold values.
Related Theories

Semantic Web
Semantic Web is an internet that contains documents or segments of documents. It describes an obvious relationship between things, and contains semantic information,
Figure 1. Structure of Semantic Web System
The technological bases of semantic Web are XML, RDF and Ontology. The basic method of implementation is to develop the formal specification language for information with a gradually increased function to determine the unique meaning of information. In 2000, Tim Berners-Lee proposed the seven-layer structure of semantic Web system, as shown in Figure 1 . In the structure, the function gradually increases from bottom to top. The function includes character encoding and marking, expression of data contents and structure, description of resources, as well as the abstract description, argumentation and inference of concepts and the relationship between them.
Extensive Markup Language (XML)
XML, like HTML, is a type of markup language, with its standard recommended by the world wide web consortium (W3C). The difference between them is that tags in HTML are predefined with limited number, while no predefined tags exist in XML. Users can define their own tags and document structure. For example, '<name> </name>' is used to represent someone's name. Hence XML has good expandability. Moreover, HTML is used to define data and focused on the appearance effect of data presentation, while XML is used to store data and focused on describing information structure and data.
Since XML has the characteristics of supporting the separation between contents and presentation, convenient data exchange and sharing, strong cross-platform and expandable tags, many other languages have been defined with XML as the meta-language, such as xHTML,WSDL,RDF,DAML and OWL (Ontology Language).
Resource Description Framework(RDF)
RDF is usually used to express various resource information. It is a standard that is recommended by W3C based on XML. Three basic concepts of resource, attribute and statement are defined in RDF. The RDF provides a simple data type, which is made up of connecting arcs with tags between nodes. Nodes are used to represent the resources on Web, and arcs are used to represent the attribute of resources. Objects (or resources) and the relationship between them can be described with the data model conveniently without the limitation of data type. The data model can be used to describe any type of information. Therefore, the data model of RDF can serve as the basic model of any other complicated relation model. This is because essentially, the data model of RDF is a type of binary relation, and any complicated relations can be separated into multiple simple binary relations.
Ontology
In philosophy, ontology is defined as 'systematically describing any objective existence'. The concept is a systematic explanation and illustration of objective existence, and is focused on the abstract essence of objective reality [3] . As the artificial intelligence develops, the concept of ontology has expanded to artificial intelligence, information science and library science from philosophy, and has attracted great attention from specialists and scholars [4] . In the field of artificial intelligence, Neches et al. firstly proposed the definition of ontology. That is, basic terms involved in the relevant field and their relation are provided. Then the rule of the vocabulary expansion is defined with the standard determined by using the basic concepts and their relation. [3] Neches considered that ontology defines the basic terms of subject domain and their relation, and then the rule of vocabulary expansion was defined by combining the terms to their relation. [5] Gruber defined the ontology as ' a clear specification on a conceptual model' [6] . Another definition was given by Borst as 'ontology is a clear specification on a shared conceptual model' [7] . This definition is the most widely used.
From the perspective of content analysis, ontology has a high ability in expressing knowledge, and plays an important role in knowledge sharing and knowledge reuse on the semantic level required for realizing semantic Web. The ontology extracts uniform concepts (terms) and their relation from complicated domain knowledge, making the knowledge sharing available. Formal language is used to describe the ontology. Construction of ontology is independent on tasks. The ontology can be reused in different application systems to avoid repetitive analysis of domain knowledge.
The ontology provides a common understanding and description of domain knowledge. The certainty of concept description guarantees the effectiveness of inference from data level, and supports the logical inference that ensures the computational completeness and decidability, providing a base for solving the logical inference and verification on semantic level. Moreover, the ontology plays a role as bridge between various types of application system of computers and knowledge that we have. It is the key to realize the semantic Web.
Design of System Model
The design framework of retrieval model of semantic system is shown in Figure 2 . The framework is made up of two parts. The first part is to extract resources from the learning websites involving education technology, and to establish a local library of network learning resources with retrieval indexes for users. The second part is to process the user's search. The first involved step is to obtain user's search request. Then the keywords input by users are processed by using the ontology library of education technology. The processing results will be fed back to the users.
Achievement of Network Learning Resources
In this study, electronic resources including electronic teaching plan, self-edited handout, teaching courseware, reference material, expert's lecture, exercise books and examination database of the excellent courses such as 'Introduction to Education Technology' and 'Education Technology' are obtained by using the web crawler tool. The document formats contain PPT,DOC,TXT,PDF,HTML and MHT. 
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Establishment of Index for Resource Libraries
Currently, full-text index is supported by Lucene which is supported and provided by the Apache Software Foundation. Lucene supports an SDK of full-text index developed by Java, and provides powerful APIs such as search engine, indexing engine and textual analysis engine.
The key technologies involved in the establishment of index for resource libraries are Chinese character segmentation technology, document transformation technology and the use of SDK of Lucene.
Semantic Expansion of Search Keywords
For the keywords input by users, search terms that are related to the original semanteme are obtained through inference engine under the support of ontology. According to comprehensive weights (threshold of semantic expansion) of similarity and correlation, the keywords are added to the original search after the expanded vocabulary with small similarity and correlation. Then a set of search terms with high similarity and correlation are constituted. The words in the set of search terms are ordered through the comprehensive weights to provide a base for the next search. The flow of semantic expansion of search keywords is shown in Figure 3 .
The key technologies involved in the semantic expansion in addressing the search keywords contain reading, analysis and inference of ontology proposed by Jena 
Similarity and Correlation
The semantic similarity of ontology concept contains three key words: 'ontology', 'semantic' and 'similarity'. 'ontology concept' indicates the object of similarity measurement; 'Semantic' provides a basis of similarity measurement; 'Similarity' means a psychological reaction [10] generated with the concept. Liu et al. defined the similarity of concept by the dependences between concepts. The correlation of two concepts reflects the degree of correlation between them, which can be measured by the possibility of cooccurrence of two concepts in the same context [11] . Lin proposed a generalized definition of similarity based on information science and four intuitions of similarity required for the definition of similarity [12] .
The concept of similarity is different from that of the correlation. For example, the similarity between two concepts, 'Dale' and 'cone of experience', is very low in education technology, but the correlation between them is very high. In literature [13] , the difference between the two concepts has also been clearly described by using the example of vehicle, gasoline and bicycle, suggesting that similarity is not equivalent to correlation. The premise of the existence of similarity is if there are any common characteristics.
The similarity is closely related to correlation. If the two concepts are very similar, the correlation degree between the concepts will also be very high. That is, similar concepts are usually correlated. On the contrary, if two concepts are correlated, they are not necessarily similar.
At present, influence factors of concept similarity are being gradually refined by researchers. Factors such as the degree of semantic overlap, semantic distance and structure of ontology (depth, width and density of concept) are being considered comprehensively for calculation, and to form a reasonable computation method of similarity. In this study, comprehensive weights of similarity and correlation between concepts of ontology are calculated. The influence on the similarity and correlation brought by multiple factors such as degree of semantic overlap, semantic distance, semantic hierarchy and attribute relationship are considered comprehensively.
Computation of Similarity
On the premise of no multiple inheritance, ontology can be abstracted as a hierarchical tree with superordinate relationship and subordinate relationship, as shown in Figure 4 . Concepts are shown by the nodes, and parent-child relationships are shown by the links.
(1) Degree of semantic overlap The number of semantic overlap represents the number of the same superordinate concept contained between the concepts in the ontology. The degree of semantic overlap indicates the ratio of the number of the same superordinate concept to the number of overall nodes. It represents the degree of similarity between two concepts. In practical applications, the ratio can be transferred to the number of common nodes and that of the overall nodes [14, 15] Semantic distance is the length of the shortest path between two concepts (nodes) of the tree. The larger the distance between two concepts, the lower the similarity will be [11] . The semantic distance is denoted by SemDistance (Concept1, Concept2) . The distance between two nodes is denoted by Distance (Concept1, Concept2) In the hierarchical tree, the classification of concepts becomes finer from the root of tree to the leaves. The deeper the hierarchy of concept is, the finer the classification will be. The similarity between the concepts which are farther from the root is larger than that close to the root. Moreover, the similarity between the concepts in the same hierarchy is larger than that in different hierarchies. For two concepts with the same semantic distance, concept similarity increases as the sum of the hierarchy where they locate increases, and decreases as the difference between the hierarchies where they locate increases [16] . That is to say, the larger the difference between the two hierarchies where the two concepts locate, the smaller the similarity between them is [14] . Suppose that Concept1 and Concept2 are any two nodes in the ontology tree. Depth (Concept1) represents the depth of Concept1 in the ontology tree. The value of Depth (Root) is assumed as 1, then the formula of semantic hierarchy is shown as follows:
where c is an adjustable parameter for controlling the effect on similarity brought by the difference between semantic hierarchies. It is a positive real number larger than 1.
The computation formula of semantic similarity of any two concepts (Concept1 and Concept2) in the ontology is obtained by synthesizing the impact on similarity brought by the degree of semantic overlap, semantic distance and semantic depth. It is shown as follows:
Computation of Correlation
In the computation of semantic similarity of concepts in ontology, only the hierarchy of concepts (superordinate relationship and subordinate relationship) is considered, while the attribute relationship is ignored. If the hierarchy is removed, a structure (as shown in Figure 5 ) is constituted according to the attribute relationship. The similarity is defined by the distance between attributes. The larger the distance between attributes, the larger the semantic similarity is. If this distance is 0 and similarity is 1, two concepts are equivalent, namely, different concept names refer to the same meaning. Specific formula is shown as follows:
where d is an adjustable parameter for controlling the weight between similarity and comprehensive factors of similarity and correlation. It is a positive real number. The weight of any two concepts in the ontology is obtained by synthesizing the semantic similarity and correlation. The formula is shown as follows:
System Implementation and Result Analysis
System's Developing Platform and Tool
The B/S mode is used for implementing the system. The developing language is JAVA, and database is MySQL Server. The main toolkits include Tika 1.2,Protégé 4.2,JDK1.7.0_01,Jena2.5.6,Lucene3.6.1 and mmseg4j 1.8.
Homepage of Retrieval
In order to create a friendly operation interface for users, word segmentation methods such as intelligent word segmentation and artificial word segmentation with whitespace are provided on the interface. Operations such as the retrieval range, control of threshold of semantic expansion and setting of number of returned results are provided. For the convenience of research, semantic retrieval and traditional retrieval are designed. Specific interface is shown in Figure 6 . 
Implementation of Computation of Semantic Similarity and Correlation
There are a number of sets of keywords after the keywords input by users are subject to semantic expansion. The comprehensive weight is computed through the semantic similarity and correlation. Precision and recall ratio can be promoted by adjusting the threshold. The computation results of similarity, correlation and comprehensive weight between concepts are shown in Table 1 . 
Retrieval Results and Feedbacks
Figure 8. Result Page of Semantic Retrieval
According to the options such as keyword information and word segmentation method, retrieval range and retrieval method submitted by users on homepage, search results are finally presented to users in browsers with HTML after the submissions are processed through the application programs on servers. The page of retrieval results contains result of word segmentation, retrieval method, a set of semantically extended keywords aligned sequentially and highlighted query results. See Figure 8 .
Test of Experimental System and Result Analysis
(1) Evaluation index of performance The recall ratio T recall ,precision ratio T precision and F1-Measure F 1 are the concepts in information retrieval domain. T recall refers to proportion of retrieved related documents I rs out of all related documents I sum in system. T precision is defined as proportion of retrieved related documents I rs relative to all retrieved documents I ss . They are the important indexes reflecting the retrieval effect. Table 2 . We can calculate mean search efficiency shown in the following Table  3 . The results by two retrieval methods are showed with a histogram. The comparison of recall ratios and precision are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 , respectively. The retrieval result shows that good effect has been obtained by using the semantic retrieval implemented in the system. On the premise of high precision, the recall ratio obtained by the semantic search is obviously superior to that obtained by traditional retrieval. 
Conclusion
The retrieval of network learning resources in the curriculum of 'Introduction to Education Technology' is taken as an example. The retrieval model of network learning resource system based on semantic Web is designed through establishing the domain ontology of education technology. Function modules such as full-text index, semantic inference and expansion, adjustment of similarity and correlation, threshold control, fulltext retrieval and feedback are realized. Through the comparison with the traditional search method, it has been proved that semantic retrieval has higher recall ratio under the condition of guaranteeing precision with the support of ontology technology of semantic Web.
